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President/VP of Membership
Our recently concluded watch seems to
have provided strong evidence that the
border can be closed and most illegal aliens
can be kept out of our country. Since
Governor Perry started deploying state
resources to protect the border, we have
noticed a steady decline in the number
illegals in our area. As previously stated, in
September we reported three Criminal
Trespassers to law enforcement (LE) and all
were apprehended.
During our October watch, 18 were reported
and at least nine of these were apprehended
by Border Patrol agents. Further, scouting
has indicated that virtually no trespassers
were crossing our area during these
watches. It is very encouraging to see that
securing our border is possible, but
conversations with several LE entities during
the last watch indicated that they are
expecting a surge of trespassers in the near
future.
We had one "newbie" in attendance, Tom M.
(Pops). We hope to see him at many future
watches!
Tom K.

EX. VP/VP of Administration
I would like to begin by thanking John
Beacom of the Hill Country TEA Party
Patriots in New Braunfels and Jerry E. with a
library group at Canyon Lake for the
opportunity to address their groups this
month. The turnout for both events was very
good and those in attendance expressed
their appreciation for what we do. It is
always a pleasure to be in the company of
citizens that demonstrate a real desire to get
information about the border issue. Also,
Dr. Vickers was recently interviewed by My
Fox Austin. We will provide a link when it
becomes available. Last month I wrote
about a border documentary produced by
TEA Party Patriots. TBV was fortunate to be
a part of this project. You can view the

documentary online at
https://www.teapartypatriots.org/theborderst
ates/#formjump
On a similar note, we are in preliminary
discussions with two major outlets about
potential projects down the road. Once
again this level of media attention is due to
the hard work and sacrifice of our members.
Thank you for all you do.
From the “Why we do, what we do”
Department: Armed illegal aliens tortured,
raped women in Texas
http://www.breitbart.com/Breitbart-
Texas/2014/09/8/Armed-Illegal-Aliens-
Kidnapped-Tortured-and-Raped-Women-
in-Texas
Thanks again to Ed H. for all his help in
crunching the numbers!
Jim G.

Chief of Staff

Earlier this month a large “sting” operation
netted 31 gang/smugglers in our town of
Falfurrias. Something of this nature takes an
abundance of corporation among all law
enforcement entities (Border Patrol, Brooks
Co. Sheriff, Falfurrias Police Dept., and
many more).
I've never pondered what we would do if the
borders were ever truly secure. The traffic
has been almost nonexistent on our ranch
since July 1, 2014. As the months went on,
other ranchers have also noticed and have



appreciated the reduction in illegal
smuggling activities. The traffic may be
dwindling for now but we have stayed
busy(both personally and with TBV).

Kenneth and Joanna S., (pictured with TBV
member, Mary H.) delivered and served a
fantastic BBQ lunch with all the trimmings.
This was not only a treat but an honor for
TBV and our watch participants. See below
link for more info.
http://texnat.org/news/tnm-news/2196-tnm-
supports-mission-for-texas-border-
volunteers

We were also joined by Casandra Garcia
(So TX Regional Director for Senator Cruz).
She stays on top of the issues in our area
and personally relays information back to
Sen. Cruz.
Mike and I will be hosting the Alvin Tea
Party Patriots this Friday. We will take them
around to the ranches for pictures and
viewing. This group along with an assorted
number of Tea Parties was responsible for
the successful fund raiser last month. We
cannot thank them enough for all they have
accomplished for both TBV and the State of
Texas!
The 2nd annual TBV board meeting was held
this month. If TBV members would like a
copy of the minutes please send a request.
Looking forward to some upcoming projects
to unfold!

Linda V.

VP of Mission Control
One of our officers, and TBV veteran, will
probably remember the October 2014 watch
for nights of mind numbing boredom. But it
ended with a few wild minutes of activity
when a group of three illegal aliens
approached from behind him in the dark.
The illegals came from un-expected
direction.
As he described the event, they arrived
essentially from behind him. He heard them
before he saw them. They were darn close.
Polecat's no slouch on post. He's alert and
he is good.
My point? My point is that, even during a
slow period, illegal activity hasn't totally
stopped and IT CAN HAPPEN AT ANY
TIME. Stay optimistic, alert, and ready.
The October watch certainly was
disappointingly slow in term of raw numbers.
That'll happen with the National Guard on
the Border and a DPS Trooper stationed
roadside every 5-7 miles. The situation with
the Guard and the Troopers is temporary.
The Texas Border Volunteers and our
mission are not. We still saved the United
States taxpayers at least $88-thousand this
time. Yeah, it was slow. But it was worth it.
See you at the ranch.
Dave B.

VP of Public Events
October was a very busy month for us with
the 10 day watch and a high number of
speaking requests. I was surprised Jim G
wasn’t hoarse from all the speechifying he
did in the past few weeks.
We were able to point out, in a recent
presentation, that the Rio Grande section of
the border was for the most part secure. No
thanks to the Federal Government but due
to an effort put forth by the state of Texas on
a limited basis in both area and time. This
drew a good round of applause from the
audience.
Two things have affected the demand for
our speaking engagements, the surge of
illegal entries into the county and the
upcoming mid-term elections. Immigration is
high on the list of most folks concerns, and it
suddenly has been ratcheted up to fever
level (pardon the pun) due to the Ebola
outbreak here in Texas. Most folks I have
talked to want a travel ban from affected
African counties and are worried about it
coming illegally through our Southern



Border. It might be easier to slip across the
border now than to fly into the country with a
valid visa. More scrutiny will be placed on
visa holders from those listed countries.
Once again the government response from
threats from abroad has been woefully
lacking. Indeed laughable if it wasn’t so
serious.
We need to support candidates who put
national security high in their focus when we
cast our ballot. With some upcoming
speaking engagements and gun shows on
the calendar it will be interesting how people
embrace our mission. We need to
encourage folks to get off the couch and get
out and vote.
Dennis M.

TBV Comment Corner
TBV Facebook private message on Oct.
10th
“I became aware of the works your
organization is involved with through a cable
TV show. I live with my family in New York
City. The distance between seams far but at
certain times it's very close. My wife and I
watched as the planes flew into the WTC
buildings and watched as both towers fell to
the ground. Events very far away came and
affected us up close and personal. I guess
what I'd like to say is thanks to you all. It
may seem like your all are watching and
protecting your own back yards but
whatever you do helps the rest of us as well
and whatever happens in your backyard can
affect our front yard. I know that also works
the other way.
So thanks for your part in help keeping us

safe.
One more thing! I hear some people say the
terrorist that plan and the ones that kill
themselves are not doing it for money or
personal gain that they are volunteers.
Some people say it’s impossible to protect
ourselves from threats so committed. Now I
know and can say for sure, a lot of us here
in the US are apathetic and plain lazy but we
also have people here that are just as
committed and go the extra mile to
volunteer, watch and protect. Maybe there's
more of us lazy asses than committed
individuals but at least we have more
committed individuals that anyone or thing
that threatens us. Again, thank you for that!”
Robert P.

I could not resist posting this with a
caption. These items were found in wallet
during our October watch and turned
over to Border Patrol.

What’s in your wallet?


